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11 1/2”  round tray cut  in  the  Arabesque pattern by 
Hoare.

In  the  “Question  of  the  Month” Craig  Carlson 
interviewed Fred Matthews, one of the few active cut 
glass  repairmen  focused  on  Brilliant  Era  cut  glass. 
Fred describes and pictures the  various types of stone 
cutting wheels that produce various decorative effects 
and motifs.

The  second  edition  of  the  Lone  Star  Cookbook is 
nearing production.  Published in 1994 and out of print 
since 1996, this highly desirable Cookbook has more 
than 180 wonderfully rare cut glass illustrations, plus 
many delicious and time-tested recipes.  Cooking with 
Class, Dining on Glass is highly entertaining, a must-
have cut  glass reference,  and a  great  Christmas gift. 
Errors in one recipe are corrected, an index plus two 

pages of pattern identification information have been 
added. Other-wise, the 2nd Edition looks just like the 
earlier coil-bound Cookbooks, and contains all photos 
and recipes appearing in the earlier book.

The   “Pattern  Quiz” last  month  presented  this  ice 
cream plate cut in the  No. 206 pattern by Libbey, as 
pictured in their 1910 catalog.

“Reminded  by  the  Cut  Glass  Gods  .  .  .  Krantz, 
Smith  &  Co.  is  Under-Appreciated” by  LindaJo 
Hare argues that  Krantz,  Smith produced quality cut 
glass,  as  evidenced  by  the  Atlas  and  Yosemite 
examples  pictured.  These  designs  display  wonderful 
Brilliant Era attributes—finely cut, nicely polished, on 
quality blanks

Bowl cut in the Atlas pattern by  Krantz, Smith & Co.

Want to see all twenty pages and lots more cut glass 
photos  in  this  edition?   Join  the  ACGA to  receive 
monthly  Hobstar  issues.   Members  also  have 
worldwide access to the wealth of cut glass knowledge 
in  our  catalogs  and  online  Hobstar  archives,  which 
present every issue published since 1978.

“Woody Auction Results”  
reported that this 21 1/2” tall 
cut glass oil lamp cut in the 
Kenwood pattern sold for 
$13,500 at the May 19, 2012 
sale in St. Charles, MO.  A 
34” tall banquet lamp in an 
unident-ified design sold for 
$13,000.  A Libbey 
Columbia pattern champagne 
pitcher sold for $10,500, and 
a 14 1/2” across two part 
punch bowl in Arabian II by 
Egginton fetched $9,000.  
Each matching pedestal 
punch cup had rim repair.


